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Introduction

However, we would recommend that you download
each programme using the podcast service, rather
than use the audio on demand service. Downloading the programme means you can avoid the risk of
‘buffering’ during playback and is the most reliable
means of acquiring the programmes.

Together and Collective Worship:
Together’s thematic approach and use of material
from a wide range of cultural and religious sources, including Christianity, contributes to the pupils’
spiritual, moral, social and cultural development.

Focus images:
Focus objects have been a key resource provided
by the Together Teacher’s Notes. In these notes we
have provided focus images which you can display
be clicking on the image.

What is the value of using Together?
•

•
•
•
•

It is a ready-made resource for Collective
Worship that can help your school to fulfill the
statutory requirement for a daily act of Collective Worship; material is of a ‘broadly Christian
character’, reflecting the ‘broad traditions of
Christian belief’.
It encourages individual and community
responses, from a sense of celebration to
thoughtful reflection.
The programmes encourage pupils to think
about issues and to share their experiences.
It includes the voices of junior age pupils
speaking for themselves.
It can be used with large or small groups of
pupils.

The images are displayed on separate web pages
without any additional page information, so you do
not need to worry about displaying any distracting or
unsuitable material.
We assume that many teachers will continue to wish
to provide their own focus objects and the suggestions for images we’ve provided are often a good
starting point when considering which objects to
collect.
Programme format:
Each 15 minute programme contains:

Is Together suitable for all pupils?

•
•

A story or short drama
One song from either the Come and Praise song
books or our collection All about our school
Voxpops or a feature involving junior-aged
children
Reflection and/or an opportunity for prayer

Great care has been taken to allow pupils and
teachers from a range of backgrounds to participate in the programmes. A mixture of songs,
reflections and prayers allows pupils to respond to
what they have heard in their own way.

•

Using the programmes and these Teacher’s
Notes:

Preparation for using the programmes:

•

•

New programmes from Autumn 2016 onwards
are available as downloads (‘podcasts’) following
transmission. This means that you can download
each programme (for free) as an mp3 file, for
playback either from a computer or from an mp3
player, such as an iPod. If you subscribe to the
series your computer will automatically search for
each new episode when you connect to the internet, ensuring that you never miss a programme.

•
•

Programmes are also available as audio on
demand. The audio on demand is a reliable
service that allows you to listen to the programme
‘streamed’ over the internet via the BBC iplayer.
Previous series of Together remain available this
way for a period of 5 years.

•

Create a sense of occasion and exploration by
setting up a focus picture (either using the online
resources included here or your own ideas) for
pupils to think about during the programme. This
will enhance their listening and concentration
and provide further talking points.
Consider ways to make the use of the focus
image more effective - eg by projecting it or by
displaying it on an interactive whiteboard.
Shut out distractions by closing the curtains or
dimming the lights.
Think about the seating arrangements (eg a
semi-circle or circle arrangement foster greater
engagement).
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During the programme:
Make the programme an interactive resource:
• Pause the programme to discuss the
issues when you wish.
• Pause the programme before the songs
to consider their content.
• Pause the programme after the reflection
and/or prayer to allow pupils to add their
own thoughts.
• Replay sections of the programme to
allow pupils to gain familiarity with the
material.
Other resources for Collective Worship:
The song books referred to in these notes are
Come and Praise 1, Come and Praise 2 and All
about our school. These song books contain a
wealth of songs for use in assemblies. They’ve
also been compiled to respond to the requirements of the 1988 Education Reform Act, so the
emphasis is on being broadly, but not exclusively,
Christian.
The song books are also accompanied by:
•

Come and Praise instrumental books.
These contain the melody line, two melodic parts and a bass part. There are
also guitar chords and suggestions for
percussion.

•

CD. There is a double CD available for
each collection. They may be used to provide enjoyable listening or accompaniment
for assemblies where no pianist is available. For copyright reasons we are not
able to provide these resources in these
Notes or elsewhere on the School Radio
website. However, they are available from
Pearson Schools and Colleges.

Feedback:
Your feedback is important to us and helps to
shape the series. Letters, drawings and poems
from the children are particularly welcome.
Please use the Contact us link from the website.
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Unit 1 Life cycles

His bustling and burrowing keep Jamie awake so
it is relucantly decided to move Fudge into the
small, cold, box room.

1. Hibernate

Jamie notices that Fudge is less lively and then
that he doesn’t move at all and has become cold.
Mum breaks the news that Fudge has died only to
find a little later that he’s actually gone into a sort
of hibernation because of the cold. Jamie dries his
tears and happily accepts that he’ll have to learn
to sleep sharing a room with his pet.

Click to download
the programme
immediately

After the story:
STORY QUESTIONS:4
•
•
•
•
Click on the image to display a large version if you
are connected to the internet

Follow-up activities:

Programme content:

•

Voxpops: Children talk about how they look after
their pets during the cold winter months.
Song: ‘Back in school again’ (All about our school,
no 2)
Story: Too cold for Fudge by Jeff Capel
Reflection: Children are asked to think about how
they look after their pets and what they like best
about winter.

•

Pre-programme questions:
•
•
•

Why did the shop man say that Jamie couldn’t
have two hamsters?
Why did the family move Fudge out of Jamie’s
room?
What happened to Fudge when they moved
him into the box room and what did Jamie’s
mum discover about hamsters and cold?
Do you think it’s a good idea for children to
have pets? Do you have any pets and why do
you like looking after them?

What are the signs that winter is here?
What do you like and dislike about wintertime?
What is meant by ‘hibernation’ and do you know
of any creatures that hibernate?

Make a feelings chart based on the story Too
cold for Fudge. Down the left hand side of a
piece of paper write or draw the main parts of
the story: i) going to the pet superstore and
choosing the hamster home and Fudge; ii)
looking after Fudge at home; iii) deciding to
move Fudge out of Jamie’s room.
As a whole class or in small groups talk about
your own pets or animals that you know of.
How much looking after do they need? Do
they need special food? How much exercise
do they need and how do they get it? Do they
hibernate? Why do people have pets and
what do you think we can learn from looking
after animals?

Story synopsis: Too cold for Fudge by Jeff Capel
Jamie is given a hamster and hamster house for
his birthday and learns how to look after his new
pet, which he names Fudge. One thing he quickly
discovers is that Fudge likes to be active at night.
3
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2. Day and night

•
Click to download
the programme
immediately

Do you notice any differences between you
and your friends or family when it comes to the
things you like to do at dif- ferent times of day?

Story synopsis:
Charlie likes to get up early: he is a ‘lark’. His friend,
Archie, is more of a ‘night owl’ as he likes to lie-in in
the morning and stay up late. They also like to eat
different types of food at different times of the day
and they each have different skills so when they
get together to build a space station model they
begin to discover their differences and how to work
together.
After the story:

•

•
•

In the story of Charlie and Archie, who was the
‘lark’ and who was the ‘night owl’?
What did each of them have for breakfast and
how did it affect them during the day?
Which are you closest to in your daily rhythms,
‘Charlie the lark’ or ‘Archie the night owl?’

Click on the image to display a large version if you
are connected to the internet

•

Programme content:

Follow-up activities:

Voxpops: Chidlren talk about when they are at their
most active and how they feel at different times of
the day.
Song: ‘Being a friend’ (All about our school, no 8)
Story: Morning Charlie, Afternoon Archie by
Rebecca Saire
Reflection: Children consider when they are at
their best and have the most energy

•

•

Pre-programme questions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Do you find it easy to jump out of bed in the
morning or does it take you a long time to ‘get
going’?
Have you heard the phrases ‘morning larks’
and ‘night owls’?
What do you think they mean?
When are you most lively, in the mornings or
the afternoons?
Do you notice any differences in your moods
and the things you like to do at different times
of the day?
When is the best time for you to concentrate
on things you need to think about, such as
school work?
When do you like being with other people and
are there times you prefer to be alone?

•

Make a class chart showing the number of larks
(people who are up early and are most active
in the morning), night owls (those who are less
active in the morning and more lively at night)
and the ‘in-betweens’. You can use stickers or
coloured pens to show clearly how many there
are in each category.
Talk about the results of your class survey as
shown in your chart. Can you draw any firm
conclusions about your class? Are you mostly
larks, night iwls or in-betweens: or is the class
more mixed? Can you think of any ways that
you could alter the school day to make it fit
better with the daily rhythms of people in your
class?
Gemma asked us to think about times in the day
when we are at our most helpful and thoughtful.
Make a ‘Thank you for being helpful’ greeting
card ready to give to someone in the class, the
school or in your family when you want to thank
them for being especially friendly or supportive.
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Unit 2 Our senses

At that time it was rare for blind people to go to
school or to work, but Louis’ father was determined
to help his son and arranged for him to go to the
village school. Louis memorised much of what he
heard, although he was frustrated that he couldn’t
read or write. When he was 10 Louis started at the
Royal Institute for Blind Youth in Paris. There was
a library there with special books for the blind, but
Louis was disappointed to find that the books were
very bulky, as the words were raised up on the page
for the blind students to read by feeling the letters.

3. Sight
Click to download
the programme
immediately

One day an army captain, Charles Barbier, visited
the school to demonstrate his system of ‘night
writing’ - a system of raised dots and dashes on
cardboard, which he had devised so his soldiers
could read messages without light. Louis spent
two years adapting Barbier’s complicated system
into a simple system using six tiny dots in different
combinations to represent the alphabet. Louis was
15 when he completed his system and then spent
the rest of his life perfecting it and teaching it to
others - as now used by blind and partially-sighted
people all over the world.
Click on the image to display a large version if you are
connected to the internet

After the story:
•

Programme content:

•

Song: ‘He made me’ (Come and Praise 1, no 18)
Story: Louis Braille by Tracey Hammett
Feature: Two volunteers talk about training puppies
for The Guide Dogs for the Blind Association
Reflection: ...on the preciousness of sight and the
valuable contribution that people can make to help
the blind or partially-sighted

•
•
•
•

Pre-programme questions:
•
•

•

After Louis became blind, how did he cope with
everyday life?
At the time when Louis was a boy, what usually
happened to blind people?
How did Louis’ father help him to overcome his
disability?
What kind of books existed for blind people and
why was Louis disappointed with them?
Why did Charles Barbier invent his ‘night writing’
system?
Why was the Braille system so successful?

Follow-up activities:

What are the ‘five senses’?
What does the word ‘read’ mean? It seems
obvious - you read words, written or printed, by
looking at them. But can you think of any other
meanings of the word ‘read’ (computers read
discs etc, we ‘read’ faces).
What type of reading can unsighted people do?

•
•

Story synopsis:

•

Louis Braille was born in 1809 in Coupvray, France.
As a young child he injured his eye playing with one
of his father’s tools. This led to an infection in both
his eyes and by the age of 4 he was completely
blind.

Write a Guide Dog puppy’s story about how he
or she learns to help a blind person and meets
their new owner.
Find out how some simple words or names are
presented in braille. Or get each member of
the class to present their name using dots to
indicate to raised perforations used by braille.
The Guide Dogs Association is a charity that
depends on people giving and raising money.
Can you think of a clever way to raise money for
them? Work in pairs or small groups first, and
then come together as a class to share your
ideas and decide on the best way forward.
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4. Hearing

In spite of this, Beethoven loved music and, under
the tutelage of a new teacher, became a fine pianist.
Beethoven started to compose music at the age
of 11. In his early 30s, he began to experience
ringing in his ears and feared that he was going
deaf. Despite trying many different methods to
save his hearing he eventually became deaf. He
was devastated, but instead of giving up, he threw
himself into his composing - and produced much of
his finest work even though he could not hear the
music he had written.

Click to download
the programme
immediately

Beethoven died in 1827, leaving behind a legacy of
many inspiring masterpieces.
After the story:
•
•
•

Click on the image to display a large version if you are
connected to the internet

•

Programme content:

•

Song: ‘I listen and I listen’ (Come and Praise 1, no
60)
Story: Beethoven by Tracey Hammett
Interview: Two deaf children interview Dame Evelyn
Glennie about how she plays her music
Reflection: on the value of hearing and the
importance of listening; the inspiration of people
who overcome deafness

•

Follow-up activities:
•
•

Pre-programme questions:
•
•
•

Why was Beethoven destined to become a
musician?
How old was Beethoven when he composed his
first piece of music?
What different kinds of music did Beethoven
compose?
How did Beethoven react when he realised he
was losing his hearing?
What strange method did he use to help him
‘hear’ the music when he played the piano?
What was his final symphony called and what
was Beethoven’s reaction at the end of its first
public performance?

•

Who do you understand by the terms ‘hearing
impaired’, ‘deaf’, and ‘profoundly deaf?’
Do you think someone with no hearing could be
a musician? Could they write music, could they
perform music?
What are your favourite sounds and why?

•
•
•

Story synopsis:
•

Ludwig van Beethoven was born in 1770 in Bonn,
Germany, into a musical family - both his father and
grandfather were musicians at the royal court.
Beethoven was only four years old when his father
started to teach him music and the young Ludwig
had a rather unhappy childhood being bullied by his
father to practise and perform for guests.

Why was Beethoven destined to become a
musician?
How old was Beethoven when he composed his
first piece of music?
What different kinds of music did Beethoven
compose?
How did Beethoven react when he realised he
was losing his hearing?
What strange method did he use to help him
‘hear’ the music when he played the piano?
What was his final symphony called and what
was Beethoven’s reaction at the end of its first
public performance?
Listen to a short piece of Beethoven’s music.
What pictures do you see in your mind as you
listen? What feelings do you have when you
hear it? Note down your pictures and feelings
and then use them to build a story or poem that
is inspired by the music you heard.
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5: Taste

Story synopsis:
It is a cold winter day and Alexa and her father
Mikhail gather logs. An old man appears with a sack
and Alexa is keen to offer him a ride back to the
village on their cart; but her father is suspicious of
the stranger and doesn’t wish to help him.

Click to download
the programme
immediately

Later, back in the village, Alexa and her father meet
the old man again. He produces a cooking pot and
proceeds to build a fire. Hungry villagers gather
round to see what the old man will cook. But he
drops a stone into the pot and declares it is the vital
ingredient for ‘stone soup’.
The villagers laugh but Alexa slips away and returns
with some onions to go in the pot. One by one other
villagers also produce what little food they have
and soon the stone soup has become a delicious,
warming stew for everyone to enjoy together.
And then the old man is on his way again...

Click on the image to display a large version if you
are connected to the internet

After the story:

Programme content:

•

Quiz: Children match the correct sense to different
sounds and descriptions
Song: ‘All together as a family’ (All about our
school, no 4)
Story: Stone soup - an adaptation of the traditional
tale by Kate Stonham
Reflection: on the wonderful things we can
discover and enjoy by using our senses

•
•
•
•

Why do you think Mikhail is suspicious of the old
man and unwilling to help him?
What does the old man carry with him in his
sack?
How do the villagers react when the old man
says he will be making ‘stone soup’?
Why do you think the old man describes the
stone as the ‘vital ingredient’?
Why does Alexa slip away and return with some
onions?
Why is it important that Mikhail also en- joys
some of the soup?

Pre-programme questions:

•

•
•

Follow-up activities:

•
•

What’s your favourite taste?
Does anyone know what the different tastes
are? (Sweetness, sourness, bitterness, saltiness
- and an additional taste called ‘umami’ which is
now also recognised as one of the basic tastes).
What do each of these smells make you think of,
or what places do they conjure up in your mind:
salty sea air, popcorn, fresh cut grass?
What significance does our sense of taste have?
Is it simply to give us pleasure? Does it serve
some other significant purpose? (A sour taste
could indicate that food is bad or poisonous).

•

•

Do a ‘blind test’ experiment. Find some foods
and/or spices with distinctive tastes or smells.
Then blindfold the testers - without letting them
see what you have prepared - and ask them to
identify the smells or tastes. Take a careful note
of the results and then present them in a chart
or graph showing which foods were most easy
to identify and which caused the most difficulties
Identify different types of food which typify the
different categories of taste (in particular sweet,
bitter, sour and salty).
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Unit 3 Special days

which had fallen inside a well. Prahlad was
amazed when the kittens were saved and decided
that he too would worship Lord Vishnu.

6. Holi

When his father found out he was enraged at his
son’s disobedience and set about trying to kill him.
However, no matter what he tried, Prahlad was
saved as he prayed to Vishnu to protect him. The
king’s sister, Holika, was as evil as her brother
and came up with a plan to get rid of Prahlad. She
enticed him to follow her into the flames of a huge
bonfire, thinking she would be protected by her
magic powers. But as Prahlad followed her into the
fire, he prayed to Lord Vishnu who transferred Holika’s powers to him and so she was consumed by
the flames and Prahlad was saved. And to this day
fires are lit at Holi time to commemorate the story
of Holika and Prahlad and to celebrate the triumph
of good over evil.

Click to download
the programme
immediately

After the story:
•

Click on the image to display a large version if you
are connected to the internet

•

Programme content:

•

Voxpops: Children talk about celebrating Holi
Song: ‘The Song of St Francis’ (Come and Praise 2,
no 78)
Story: Holika and Prahlad by Sue Reid
Reflection: on new life and the changing of the
seasons; the triumph of good over evil.

•
•

What kind of person was Prahlad and how did
he differ from his father?
What happened to persuade Prahlad to worship Lord Vishnu and convince him that his
father was not a god?
Can you remember how many ways the king
tried to kill Prahlad, and what happened each
time?
What was Holika’s plan to help rid her brother
of Prahlad?
How did Lord Vishnu save Prahlad from the
flames?

Pre-programme questions:

Follow-up activities:

•

•

•
•

What do you know about the Hindu festival of
Holi? What does it celebrate?
The story of Holika and Prahlad is a myth. What
is a myth and why do we tell this type of story?
In the story, good triumphs over evil. What are
your favourite stories, or real life events, where
this happens? The Harry Potter stories and the
Star Wars films are good modern examples.

•

•

Story synopsis:
•

Once upon a time in India there was a wicked king
who regarded himself as a god and he made all his
people worship him. Even his son, Prahlad, regarded his father as a god.
But one day Prahlad came across a woman who
was praying to the god Vishnu to save her kittens

Write your own dramatic myth in which good
triumphs over evil.
Create an illustrated ‘Guide to spring’ for
younger children, showing them what to look
out for as spring takes over from winter. You
could also include festivals, holidays and sporting events that take place in spring.
Hindus celebrate Holi with fires to help them
remember the story of Holika and Prahlad. Can
you create a picture of a crackling glowing fire
suggesting warmth and celebration? What
materials will you use - black or dark blue
paper for the background? How will you create
the effect of flames - using tissue paper, shiny
gold or silver paper, bright paint colours? You’ll
need to think about creating the effect of sparks
and perhaps some smoke too.

8
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7. Mothering Sunday

Story synopsis:
Back in Victorian times, Peggy is a servant in a
big house and today she is walking home to visit
her mother for Mother’s Day. She’s taking home
a freshly baked cake and her wages to give to
her mother. However, on her way she meets two
women in great need and Peggy’s compassionate
nature leads to her giving away the cake and
the money. She feels guilty about arriving home
empty-handed, but her mother is delighted and
relieved that Peggy has not been changed by living
in a big house and is still the same kind-hearted
girl as ever. She claims that that is the best present
Peggy could have given her.

Click to download
the programme
immediately

After the story:
•
•

Click on the image to display a large version if you
are connected to the internet

•
•

Programme content:
Voxpops: children talk about their Mums and what
they do on Mother’s Day to thank them
Song: ‘The best gift’ (Come and Praise 1, no 59)
Story: An angel by Sharri McGarry
Reflection: ...on appreciating the people who
look after us and thinking of ways of showing our
gratitude to them

•
•

Follow-up activities:

Pre-programme questions:
•
•

•

What was Peggy about to do when she noticed
the sobbing woman?
Why did Peggy give away the money from her
wages?
Who did Peggy give the cake to?
What did the two women that Peggy helped
have in common? Why did both women need
Peggy’s help? (They were both mothers and
both were trying to help their children).
What did the woman in the street and the boy
in the cottage say about Peggy when she gave
them her money and the cake?
Why was Peggy worried about arriving home
empty-handed and what was her mother’s
reaction?

•

If you had to explain the words Parent or Carer
to someone who didn’t know what they meant,
what would you say?
What do you know about the lives of servants
in Victorian times? What were the duties of a
Maid, what would she wear and how would she
be treated?

•
•

What do you think is the best present a
Mother could receive on Mothering Sunday?

Research the lives of Victorian servants and
you could play the short dramas about a maid’s
life to be found on the School Radio website
here: www.bbc.co.uk/schoolradio/subjects/history/victorians/maid
Then write a list of rules that a new maid must
learn as she enters ‘service’ in a big house.
Working in groups, act out two short scenes
showing the differences between the lives of
‘The Family’ who own the big house and their
servants who do all the work to keep the house
running. Can you show how differently they
would talk, what they would do and even how
they would stand and move?

9
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Unit 4 The way
things are

Story synopsis:
A man living on an uninhabited island eats only
cake. One day, having made a particularly big
and tasty cake, he is startled to see a rhinoceros
lumbering towards him. This rhinoceros looks very
different from the ones we see today as it has very
smooth skin which it can undo the buttons of and
carry over its shoulder. The rhinoceros spikes the
cake on its nose and eats it and the man is angry.

8. How the rhinoceros got his
skin
Click to download
the programme
immediately

A few weeks later, the rhinoceros comes down to
the sea for a swim leaving its skin on the sand. The
man dances and rubs his hands excitedly at the
prospect of getting his own back...then he tips cake
crumbs into the skin and rubs them in. When the
rhino puts his skin on again he itches and scratches
because of all the crumbs and rubs his skin against
a palm tree until it’s the wrinkly, saggy skin that we
see on the creatures today.
After the story:
•
•
•
•

Click on the image to display a large version if you
are connected to the internet

Follow up activities:

Programme content:

•

Voxpops: Children ask their ‘big questions’
Song: ‘Who put the colours in the rainbow,’ (Come
and Praise, no 12)
Story: How the rhinoceros got his skin
A retelling of the Rudyard Kipling ‘Just so’ story by
Rebecca Saire
Reflection: considering the beauty and complexity
of the world in which we live...thinking about some of
the big questions that you have about the world.

•

•
•

Choose an animal and write a ‘Just so’ story of
your own explaining how a tiger or zebra got its
stripes, a giraffe its long neck, a rabbit its big
ears.
Make a class list of questions about the world
that you want answered. Then, not using a
computer, try to find out the answers to them.

Suggested links:
www.bbc.co.uk/learningzone/clips/why-is- thesky-blue/13430.html
www.savetherhino.org

Pre-programme questions:
•

What does uninhabited mean?
How did the rhino look at the beginning of the
story and what was special about its skin?
How does the man get his own back when the
rhinoceros eats the cake he has baked?
How does the rhino look at the end of the story
and why is it so bad-tempered?

Look out the school window. What colour is the
sky today? If it’s a blue sky, why is it blue?
What ways are there to find out information
about our world other than the internet?
Does anyone own an encyclopaedia?

10
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9. Why the sun moves slowly
across the sky

Story synopsis:
Long ago the sun was always in a rush to cross the
sky and the days were much shorter. In the village
where Maui lives, the people can never finish their
work before night-fall. Maui comes up with a plan
to tame the sun and make it move more slowly.
He instructs the villagers to gather a huge mountain of flax, plaits it into strong ropes and makes
a net to catch the sun. Then he goes to the cave
where the sun sleeps and waits for dawn. The sun
is trapped in Maui’s net and despite the blinding
light and scorching heat Maui shows great bravery
and doesn’t release the sun until it has promised to
move more slowly across the sky. The sun is weakened by the struggle and agrees.

Click to download
the programme
immediately

After the story:
•
•
Click on the image to display a large version if you
are connected to the internet

•
•

Programme content:

Why do the villagers want the sun to stay longer
in the sky each day?
What is Maui’s plan and how does he put it into
action?
Why was it so dangerous for Maui to be close to
the sun?
What feelings do the villagers have for Maui at
the end of the story?

Follow up activities:

Voxpops: What would it be like if it was always
daytime?
Song: ‘All things bright and beautiful’ (Complete
Come and Praise, no 3)
Story: How Maui tamed the sun, a retelling of a
traditional Polynesian tale by Tracey Hammett
Reflection: ...on thinking about what it would be
like if it was always night and the things you do after
dark...thinking about what it would be like if it was
always day.

•

List the daytime activities and night time activities that the class customarily do. Make a bar or
pie chart showing how much time in a typical 24
hours is spent doing these activities.

Pre-programme questions:
•
•

What are the things you do in a normal day?
Why is it daytime in some parts of the world and
night time in others?
Why do we need both day and night?
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10. Special days: Easter

As evening approached, a stranger took down
Jesus’ body and carried it to a tomb in preparation
for burial. As it was almost Shabbat, the day of rest,
there was no time to anoint Jesus’ body, so a stone
was rolled across the opening of the tomb.

Click to download
the programme
immediately

After Shabbat ended, Mary returned to the tomb to
complete the anointing of Jesus’ body. But to her
amazement, the stone had been rolled back from
the tomb, and two men (angels) were sitting where
Jesus’ body should have been. The men declared
that Jesus had risen from the dead, as he himself
had prophesied.

Click on the image to display a large version if you
are connected to the internet

On the way to spread the good news, Jesus appears to her and tells her to meet him and the other
disciples in Galilee. Mary is delighted and reassured to have witnessed with her own eyes that
Jesus is indeed alive.
After the story:

Programme content:

•

Voxpops: Children say what they like about Easter
Song: ‘Lord of the Dance’ - verses 1 and 2 (Come
and Praise 1, no 22)
Story: Mary’s diary by Rachel Boxer
Reflection: ...on the Christian Easter story of
sadness followed by great happiness...on Easter
as a reminder of new life...and on festivals being
special occasions we spend with family and friends.

•

Pre-programme questions:
•
•
•

What is a festival and what is your faourite one?
Why do Christians celebrate Easter? What do
you know of the Easter story?
Some people believe that Jesus was a very
special person, the Son of God. Others see him
as a great and wise teacher. What do you know
about Jesus and his life?

•
•
•

Follow-up activities:
•

Story synopsis:
Mary, Jesus’ mother, writes in her diary of the terrible events of the day. She has watched her son
being taunted and abused and finally nailed to a
cross to be crucified alongside common criminals.

What was Jesus’ surprising attitude towards the
people who abused and crucified him?
What happened at the moment of Jesus’
death?
Why was Jesus’ body left in the tomb until after
Shabbat?
What did Mary discover when she returned to
the tomb? Who or what do you think the two
men in the tomb were?
What happy news did they give to Mary, and
how did she find out that the news was true?

•

A triptych is a special type of painting with three
panels, so a triptych based on Mary’s diary
might show Jesus being killed in Panel One,
buried in Two and rising again in Three. Create your own three-picture artwork. You could
illustrate Mary’s diary or tell your own story that
goes from sadness to joy.
Talk as a class about the story of Jesus’ death
and resurrection. Create a ‘feelings’ map where
you suggest all the different ‘feelings’ words that
the story makes you think of. When you have
your collection of words, group them together
under headings such as Sadness Words, Worried Words, Joyful Words.
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